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NOTE

Special Court (NDPS Act), Sagar convicted six persons for smuggling of controlled
chemicals under NDPS Act.

The Special Court (NDPS Act), Sagar. has convicted Ashok Kumar Upadhyay,
Chand Babu, Mohd lftikar Khan, Mohd Matin, Suman Singh and Mohd Faiyaz for 12
years R.l. with fine of rupees one lakh each for their involvement in smuggling of huge
quantity of Acetic Anhydride, which is a controlled substance under Narcotic Drug and
Psychotropic Substances Act, 1985

On 18 01 2008, central Bureau of Narcotics Officers from Gwalior on the basis of
information recovered 854 9 kgs of Acetrc Anhydride in 14-15 plastic drums which were
lying in the godown of New Subhash Goods Transport Company, Sagar for its further
destination towards Lucknow. During follow-up, further recovery of 64A 7 kgs Acetic
Anhydride, kept in 11 plastic drums was also made at Lucknow by the officers of DNC
Office, Lucknow from the possession of one of the accused Mohd. Meitirr only after
completion of follow up action taken at Subhash Transport, Kanpur and Chhabra
Transport, Lucknow. During the course of the investigation, it was came to light that Mohd
Faiyaz of Sultanpur was the king pin --- and was engaged in trading of illicit trafficking of
Acetic Anhydride in associatron with other accused Mohd lftikar Khan, Mohd Matin and
Chand Biibu. The Spl, Court (NDPS Act) l-ucknow had already convicted them in the
case separately filed against persons involved in the seizure of 640 7 kgs of AA The
modus operandi was to procure Acetic Anhydride by pilferaging from the sealed tankers
at a specific point on Jhansi-Hydrabad High Way where the Dhah'as of Ashok Kumar
Upadhyay and Suman Singh was positioned
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